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Low-Profile Pneumatic Telehandler
Tires from SolidBoss® ®
Now you can reduce your cost-per-hour of
operation of your telehandler ®by 30% or more
over the life of the tires. In a recent field test,
LiftBoss™ Tires outlasted the industry-leading
tire by 10% plus proved to be more durable,
experiencing less chunking and other tire damage.

by SolidBoss

LiftBoss Outperforms Industry Leader

LiftBoss pneumatic telehandler
tires are currently available in the
industry’s two most popular sizes:
370/75-28 and 400/75-28

Leading brand shows
significant chunking

LiftBoss shows minimal
damage after 240 hours

Increased Stability and
Reduced Cost of Operation
Low-Profile tires offer increased stability in
field testing and in actual application. But
the main benefit of LiftBoss Pneumatic tires
is their longer life. Depending upon your
applications, that benefit provides operators
true and significant cost-of-operation savings
of 30% - 35%.

Proprietary Rubber Compounds
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The key to LiftBoss success is the very high
quality and proprietary rubber compounds
developed by SolidBoss over many years of
research.

Lift your telehandler to a new level of
performance and savings. Equip it with LiftBoss!

New Telehandler Tire
Technology

Introducing All New LiftBoss® Solid Telehandler
Tires by SolidBoss, featuring unique concave
triangular aperture structures which provide
improved cushioning while maintaining stable
operation. We’ve also improved our tires by
adding in-tread mud-clearing design, adding
to performance in muddy applications. It’s
time to upgrade!
Tires last 4-8 times longer than
foam-filled–made with highest
quality rubber compounds
Provides superior stability while
load is in the air
Maximum traction options
available
Better ride for man and machine

NEW CUSHIONING
CONSTRUCTION–
ADDED STABILITY!

BUILT-IN
MUD CLEAN-OUTS!

Also by SolidBoss®...
Skid Steer Tires

Your skid steer equipment
is constantly in motion –
maneuvering quickly, powerfully
and efficiently. Keep your skid
steers moving by eliminating
pneumatic tire failures, flats,
and downtime by switching to
SolidBoss solid skid steer tires.
Highest quality aperture 		
hole tires
Durable, reliable and
long-wearing
Reduce operational costs 		
over the life of your tires
Deep lug and great traction
Superior ride for man and
machine

Front Backhoe Tires

Stop repairing costly flats. Dig
with confidence and put downtime due to pneumatic tire flats
behind you with solid backhoe
tires from SolidBoss.
Provide stability, traction
and cushion
No more downtime due
to flats
Longer wearing Longer tire life

Aerial Work Platform Tires

Our OEM-approved AWP solid
tires provide stability when
boom is extended and durability
for longer life of tire compared
to pneumatics.
SolidBoss AWP tires 		
offer increased stability
over pneumatics
Durability will result in
4-8 times of tire life 		
compared to pneumatics
Tires available in
non-marking and black
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